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Sunday in Cape Town…Winter sun…but cold…even the cats don’t want to go out. 

Let me tell you one of the great advantages of being a Brit living South Africa…when England loses then 
miraculously I morph into an enthusiastic Saffer.  So sod the English football team and well done the Boks.  
One of the sadnesses of being old is that I can remember watching England win the World Cup in 1966…and 
then waiting nearly 50 years for it not to happen again.  By the way…the ball was over the line…believe 
me…I could see it clearly on our 14 inch black and white Ecko television. 
 
Finished days 5&6 of my Enneagram programme and I’m now pretty clued up about how to use it.  I’ll be 
meeting the guys from the company soon to start working on a hybrid SDI programme.  If we get this right 
we’ll have a very powerful product to put into the market place. 
 
The end of the quarter comes up in a few days and it’s been a successful 3 months.  Experience tells me 
never to get too excited because consultancy can be feast and famine but at least we’ve had a small feast 
this last few months. 
 
Winter is coming in and it’s wet and cold in Cape Town.  The dampness in Newlands when it rains makes it 
bone chillingly cold and the air con we put in to keep us cool in January is now working overtime keeping us 
warm and that’s probably why there’s going to be some load shedding soon as everyone seems to be doing 
the same. 
 
No predictions for the World Cup now that England are out but I still rather like Belgium and The Netherlands.  
We’ll see.  If you’re following the matches then you’d do a lot worse than listen to the Guardian 
podcasts…they’re witty and very well informed. 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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I’m looking for some in-ear headphones.  I’ve found that some of them are quite painful when placed in the ear and 

then there’s keeping the cats off the leads…which seem to have a fascination for them.  If anyone knows any that 

are super comfortable then do let me know. 

 

 

 

 

JUNEAU, Alaska (AP) — A 7-month-old Maltese puppy owned by Bonnie and Brad Gruening likes to retrieve. On 

Monday, Lady Bunny came home with an unexpected prize — a wallet its owner didn't know was lost. 

The puppy found and brought home a wallet belonging to Rudy Vonda, a sanitation worker with Pacific Waste 

Management who drives a route in the Gruenings' North Douglas Island neighborhood, the Juneau Empire 

(http://bit.ly/1sqYszD) reported. 

The Gruenings called Vonda to report their pooch had found his property. 

"I didn't even know my wallet was missing. I checked my back pocket to make sure," Vonda said. "When the lady 

said a dog brought my wallet home, I figured it was a Labrador or German Shepherd." 

He drove to the Gruenings' home and instead saw a little white dog. 

"When I pulled up to her place, she's coming out and she's got her little dog in her arms and my wallet," Vonda said 

with a laugh. 

The dog's head was barely bigger than his wallet, Vonda said. 

Lady Bunny has a good nose. She has brought home other treasures, Bonnie Gruening said. "She particularly likes 

to take our neighbors' shoes." 

The puppy took the wallet directly to Brad Gruening. 
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Deliverables 

 
If you’ve ever been on a sales training programme then you’ll have learnt about the difference 
between Features, Advantages and Benefits.  It’s the life blood of selling. 
 
Let’s take it one step further. 
 
Any business buyer generally knows what it is they need, who can provide it and how much it will 
cost.  They then enter the market and do deals. 
 
What they’re really interested in is value.  The question is:  “What do I get for my money?  What’s 
the ROI (Return on Investment).” 
 
It’s not good enough to be able to explain the benefits of your products or services... you must be 
able to explain the financial advantage of purchasing what you’ve got to offer. 
 
So...the next time that you visit a customer be ready to explain how much the product will cost the 
customer...and then explain why it will be a good investment.  Explain the financial value of the 
deliverables. 
 
So...Features, Advantages, Benefits and ROI Deliverables.  Do that and you’ll be a well equipped 
seller. 
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Divergence and Convergence 

Some cultures in the world value Convergence…that’s the coming together of people and their 
positions.  They do not value hostility or wide apart positions.   
 
Many Asian cultures are likely to value the coming together of people and positions. 
 
Other cultures…and the USA and Australia come to mind…are not shy about disagreeing and 
taking an opposite view on the  “grit makes the oyster” principle.  Diverging is not a major problem 
for them. 
 
A deal is still a deal no matter whether you started wide apart and came together collaboratively 
or whether you dug your trenches and turned it into warfare. 
 
You’ll know this as soon as you meet the other party.  If they value Divergence then they’ll not be 
afraid to disagree, take an opposite position and expect you to move unilaterally.  If they’re 
Convergers you can work with them to find the common ground. 
 
There’s no right or wrong…just different styles.  Be ready for both styles and feel comfortable with 
both of these approaches depending primarily on what style the other party wishes to adopt. 
 
Be flexible and fast you your feet. 
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